Opinion

PV : The Value of Publishing
The recent statement by a large number of prominent
mathematicians and other scientists, prompted by a
BLOG post from Tim Gowers,1 inspired me to write down
a few comments based on my longtime involvement in
publishing and my background as a mathematician. (See
also “Why publish mathematics”2 and “Small independent
publishers: Responsible, committed, and flourishing”.3)
As a mathematician and, subsequently, STM4 publisher
for nearly fifty years, I have experienced many changes
in the industry. Major changes in publishing started in
the mid-seventies when mergers and internal reorganization at larger publishing houses shifted responsibility for
final decisions, like pricing, print runs, and the editing
process, from editorial departments to financial management. Additionally, the development of TEX, as well as the
widespread availability of tools for producing and manipulating images, changed the relationship between the
author and the publisher. At the same time, the Internet
began to provide archiving and publication options. To be
sure, those changes were gradual, but their effect has by
now become obvious. I believe, however, that the current
developments are more significant and consequential.
As a publisher I appreciate and endorse what I understand to be the broad goals of the protest. I do, however,
want to emphasize the importance of the value that used
to be—and still should be—added by publishers or other
services that take their place.
When Gutenberg invented the printing press, publishers
were the ones who knew how to produce multiple copies
at “reasonable” cost; later the editorial function became
important when academic societies became publishers. At
the time when I became a publisher in 1964, marketing and
distribution became more essential functions that were
recognized by authors and customers alike. Springer Verlag opened an office in New York to respond to the more
global needs. Some years later, direct marketing activities
became a function of the editorial department in order to
better provide targeted information and thereby optimize
the dissemination of books and journals.
Typesetting of technical mathematical texts had become very expensive already by the 1970s, and the quality had gone down from the days of hand-setting. Book
prices reflected these increased costs. Donald Knuth’s
monumental development of TEX and his making it publicly available revolutionized the production process for
STM publishers. “Typeset” manuscripts replaced cameraready submissions for publications such as Lecture Notes.
Many publishers, driven by economic considerations, took
advantage of this without applying classical standards of
layout and typography. The important functions of editing
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and formatting easily became overlooked because manuscripts appeared to be already typeset. Hence, as a result
of shifting responsibility, services benefitting authors (and
also readers) were largely eliminated.
When the Internet initially provided the opportunity
to upload and archive research papers, I had a friendly
conversation with a mathematician who strongly championed an exclusive form of electronic publishing that
would allow anyone to upload his/her papers to easily
accessible servers. My question about quality control
was answered by requiring a simple rule: “Whatever you
upload, you can’t retract. That will prevent any abuse.”
I knew then, and we all know now, that an established
review and editing process is needed to achieve high standards of publication. Unfortunately, “author-pays” open
access journals as well as some “reputable” publishers
are no longer providing that service. To be very clear and
explicit, the broadly accepted math archive5 has become
a standard that should be accepted by publishers. (At
A K Peters, after some careful consideration, we accepted
submissions to our journals that had been placed on the
arXiv server but did not agree to the posting of the final
edited and reformatted versions that were available in our
printed and electronic journals.)
In my view, publishing should be a service that derives
its justification from value added to the process. Publishers need the input and feedback from the scientific community in order to achieve this goal.
When I started in publishing, I “inherited” a group of
advisors who were dedicated to the development of a book
program that benefitted the community of their peers.
They also understood the need for economic sustainability
on the part of the publisher. Modest fees were paid to the
advisors of the book program to compensate them for
time and some administrative expenses.
One of my first encounters with an advisor reminds
me of the current protest, although it happened on an
individual basis and had an immediate and lasting effect.
In 1965, on my first visit to the United States, I met Paul
Halmos, one of the major advisors and editor of the series
Ergebnisse der Mathematik, who became a friend and mentor, and whose understanding of the complex relationship
between the publishing industry and the community that
it served was at once practical and idea-driven (not idealistic). He opened our first meeting with a blunt statement:
“If your company ever again prices a book as high as the
recent Homology by Saunders Mac Lane, I will resign.” The
advice was heeded by the publisher and instilled a deep
conviction about the importance of pricing that was later
strengthened by experience when I learned more about
the relationship between pricing and unit sales.
The situation for journals is quite different, and the
current protest seems prompted by the lack of value added
by the publisher and the expectation that the scientific
community provide their expertise and services without
compensation. In my experience, the very autonomous
editorial boards of journals did not receive compensation
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other than for occasional administrative costs, mailing,
travel, etc. Their rotating activities were considered a service to the community and did not include detailed editing
or tracking, as that was handled by a very experienced staff
at the publishing house. With the availability of typesetting programs such as TEX, growing expertise in image
manipulation by the authors, and online reviewing tools,
publishers have largely abandoned their professional obligation and rely on authors and editors to perform and
control many of the publisher’s responsibilities.
Hand in hand with this reduction in service there was
a disproportional price increase, as well as the introduction of the business model of “bundling”, which has been
deplored by librarians and the scientific community
alike. I have checked with a few librarians and found that
“bundling” can be prevented or modified but requires
tough bargaining and some clout. Journals that used to
be considered a self-sustaining, modestly profitable and
prestigious part of the publishing program, attracting
potential book authors, have become major profit centers
as a result of these pricing and bundling policies. (Journal
programs were, of course, already a major economic attraction for the publisher due to the cyclic subscription
model that generated working capital that would be used
over the subscription period.)
Today, new opportunities for self-publishing are evolving rapidly and include tools that were previously exclusively offered by publishers. I strongly believe that these
opportunities require procedures that help maintain a
desirable level of quality control.
As a mathematician and (former) publisher I would
hope to encourage the continued involvement of the community with responsible publishers to be sure that the following essential elements of the process not be destroyed:
Technical reviews should be a joint responsibility
of the publisher and the scientific community to insure
quality.
Copyediting is a sine qua non. Besides assuring correct spelling and grammar, professional copyediting, a
responsibility of the publisher, improves readability by
pointing out inconsistency and repetition and by improving the organizational structure of a text where needed.
Professional formatting and image handling are essential functions that the publisher needs to provide.
Effective marketing and worldwide distribution are
essential to the widest possible dissemination of a text
and should be a major goal of the publisher rather than
simply profit maximization.
To navigate the proliferation of information, selectivity
and brand recognition are and should remain valuable attributes of a publishing environment, and they can only be
achieved through a constructive cooperation between the
scientific community and the “publishers” of the future.

•
•
•
•

—Klaus Peters
Founder and former publisher, A K Peters, Ltd.
klauspeters@gmail.com
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